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Abstract—We introduce a method for generating a sequence of
semi-random interleavers, intended to be optimally stored and em-
ployed in a turbo coding system that requires flexibility of the input
block (i.e., interleaver) size . A distinctive feature of this method
is seen in the very simple rules for obtaining shorter/longer inter-
leavers by pruning/adding positions to the interleaver currently
used in the system. For each , the obtained bit error rate (BER)
is not higher than the BER for ordinary S-random interleaver of
the same . The method always converges and is suitable for ob-
taining interleavers of large lengths.

Index Terms—Error correction coding, turbo codes, interleaver.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE advent of turbo codes [1] motivated an extensive
research aimed to explain and further improve their ex-

traordinary error performance. A codeword in turbo codes is
produced by concatenation of the outputs of two convolutional
encoders and the decoding is performed by an iterative pro-
cedure. The requirement from the interleaver in turbo-coding
scheme is twofold. First, it should produce codewords with
good Hamming spectrum by avoiding low-weight codewords
[2]. Second, the suitability of the interleaver can be assessed
with respect to the suboptimal decoding algorithm [3]. To
meet both requirements, the heuristics of obtaining interleaver
with good spreading properties has been employed [2], [4].
The S-random interleaver [2] is considered to be a reference
randomized interleaver with good spreading properties, which
yields excellent BER performance.

Considering the envisioned applications and the system-level
performance, it is essential that the turbo-coded subsystem can
flexibly adjust the size of its interleaver, e.g. according to the
requirements by the upper protocol layers. In this letter we pro-
pose an algorithm for design of a Flexible-Length S-random
(FLS-random) interleaver. For a given interleaver length , the
FLS-random interleaver results in bit error rate (BER) that is
not higher than the BER resulting from the S-random interleaver
constructed for that particular . The spread of the FLS-random
interleaver grows as . The FLS-random interleaver has
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Fig. 1. Turbo-coder: CC1 and CC2 are recursive convolutional codes; � is a
random permutation.

very simple rules for obtaining shorter/longer interleavers by
pruning/adding positions to the interleaver currently used in the
system, which makes it suitable for implementation.

II. THE ROLE OF THE INTERLEAVER

Fig. 1 depicts the considered turbo-coding system. The turbo
codeword is obtained via concatenation of three component bit
blocks: the input information bits and the parity bits of each
constituent convolutional code (CC), and , respectively.
We consider the CCs to be recursive convolutional codes with
primitive polynomial in the feedback connection [5]. The input
block to the CC2, denoted by , is obtained by permuting the
sequence according to the permutation law implemented by
the interleaver. Let denote the interleaver length. Then the
blocks and
are consisting of bits, i.e. , . The interleaver is
described by the permutation map1 , where

, such that for each
. Hence, the -th bit from the input block appears

as -th bit in the permuted block . The cycle length (CL)
for bits and with respect to the permutation

is defined as

(1)

The minimum cycle length (MCL) for the permutation is
defined as

(2)

The quantity is defined as

(3)

where is an indicator function, taking value 1
when is true and , otherwise.

The S-random permutation (interleaver) of length is
constructed inductively [2]. Pick at random

1Note that this permutation law is inverse of the standard one; we have
adopted it to facilitate the description of the FLS interleaver construction.
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and set . Having defined each such that
, where , the value for which

, is obtained as follows. Pick at random
such that is still undefined. If there is , such that

and , then reject that
. Otherwise, accept and go to determine in the

analogous way. Repeat until is found.
In fact, MCL and are two different measures of the inter-

leaver’s spreading [4]. In [6], MCL is referred to as triangular
spread, while as square spread. For given , the theoretical
upper bound [4], [6] on MCL is , while for it is .
From (2) and (3), it can be easily shown that

(4)

The heuristics behind the S-random interleaver is to achieve
good S-factor, while keeping the interleaver essentially random.
However, apart from the theoretical limit, only with
the above algorithm converges in reasonable time [2]. If for
some the algorithm does not yield convergence, should be
decreased. For large , this decrease can lead to values of
which are much lower than than the heuristic recommendation

. The original S-random construction creates interleaver
for fixed and if the coding system requires flexibility of ,
then several permutation laws should be created and stored. A
common way to avoid such storing is to obtain shorter inter-
leavers by “pruning” larger ones, i.e. to leave the excess posi-
tions unused during the permutation. However, this operation
destroys the interleaver properties and notably degrades the per-
formance. Prunable S-random (PS-random) interleaver in [7] is
built starting from a S-random interleaver with spread of the
shortest needed size and randomly inserting the new positions,
while retaining the constant spread . This algorithm inherits
the convergence problems from the original S-random construc-
tion. If for given the solution is not obtained after several runs,

should be decreased [7]. In addition, if the largest size is sig-
nificantly larger than the starting size, then .

III. FLEXIBLE-LENGTH S-RANDOM (FLS-RANDOM)
INTERLEAVER

The FLS-random interleaver is based on an iterative construc-
tion. Assume that we already have a S-random permutation of
length , denoted by and let be the maximal in-
terleaver length of interest. Starting from , each per-
mutation of length is obtained from
the permutation . Let be defined by having for
each . Then, the permutation is obtained by in-
serting at position in as follows:

(5)

The rule of producing permutation from , given by
(5), will be shortly written as:

(6)

The algorithm starts by choosing the initial permutation ran-
domly. All permutations of lengths where

are obtained through iterations, using (6) in each step.

At the iteration in which is obtained from the objec-
tive is to select appropriate . For given , the value of is
selected using the following four steps.

Step 1) Create the set that consists of per-
mutations , obtained for all

.
Step 2) For each permutation in , find

, as defined in (2), and let
. Then

create the set , such that
.

Step 3) For each , find , as defined in
(3) and let . Then
create the set , such that

.
Step 4) Pick randomly, uniformly, , set ,

and use (5) to create .

Step 1 creates a set of permutations that
are obtained by selecting all possible values for and
for each such value of applying (5). The objective of Step 2 is
to maximize the MCL of the permutation. Therefore, this step
filters out from a subset of values which result in
maximal MCL. Note that the set is always nonempty,
since at least one permutation from has maximal
MCL. Step 3 does not affect the MCL of the permutation

which is currently constructed. However, this is a crucial
step which leads to fast increase of both MCL and in the
construction of the FLS-random interleaver. The heuristics
behind Step 3 is to select permutation which will yield highest
potential for the MCL to grow in the further iterations. The
subset obtained in this iteration is always nonempty due
to the same reasons from Step 2. Finally, Step 4 introduces
the randomness in the selection of . In the simulation of the
FLS-random construction we have noticed that
for many lengths , such that the Step 4 preserves the
needed randomness in the structure of the obtained S-random
interleaver. Since , the proposed greedy
algorithm always converges. This variant of the algorithm is
rather a brute-force, and the complexity of determining is

. Some optimizations can be introduced to speed-up the
process, but we omit them due to the limited space.

As it will be seen, the values of both MCL and for the
FLS-random interleaver are increasing as . Hence, this
algorithm can be used to construct very large S-random inter-
leavers. Perhaps the advantageous feature of the FLS-random
interleaver is reflected in the very simple rules for obtaining
shorter/longer interleavers by pruning/adding positions to the
interleaver currently used in the system. Let the communication
system employ interleavers of lengths for .
Then the system needs only to store and the values

in order to employ any interleaver with
length . For example, let the coding system
start with interleaver length ; then, to obtain , start with

and insert successively at positions .
Then, if during the system operation, the interleaver should be
increased to length (e.g. to decrease the bit error rate),
make insertions at the the positions . If,
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Fig. 2. Comparison of spread factor achieved by the FLS-random interleaver
with the heuristic upper bound on the spread factor for S-random interleavers,
for different interleaver length N .

Fig. 3. Bit error rate offered by the FLS-random and S-random interleaver at
different signal to noise rations. Comparison is made for two different lengths
N = 200 and N = 1000.

otherwise, the interleaver length should be decreased from
to , then a pruning is applied iteratively according to the
following relation:

(7)

IV. RESULTS

We have constructed FLS-random interleavers starting with
interleaver of length as small as and getting
by successive insertions. A great advantage of the algorithm
is that the starting interleaver can be very short. For the re-
sults on Figs. 2 and 3 we have used the starting permutation

. By simulating the construction of the
FLS-random interleaver, we have verified that the short starting
permutation can be pseudorandom, without affecting the prop-
erties of FLS-random interleavers with . Fig. 2 shows
the values of the two spreads, MCL and , as function of . For
each permutation of size , MCL is sampled from the algorithm

for interleaver construction, while is calculated as a maximal
value for which the conditions of the S-random interleaver are
satisfied for each pair of positions . These spreads are com-
pared with the heuristical limits for MCL and , which are
and , respectively. Although the values of MCL and for
FSL are always lower than the heuristical limits, they both grow
as . For fixed MCL, (4) implies that the minimal value
for is and Fig. 2 shows that our interleaver
produces close to the minimal value. However, note that for
large , the S-random construction may not produce a result if

is kept at the heuristical limit, such that should be decreased.
More importantly, the decrease in the spreads for FLS-random
interleaver does not deteriorate its BER performance, as Fig. 3
shows. Fig. 3 depicts BER for S-random and FLS-random inter-
leaver at two lengths and . The S-random
interleaver has been constructed by taking the heuristical value

. Channel with additive Gaussian white noise has
been used for several signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). The con-
stituent CC’s are identical, each with generator matrix (1,17/15).
It can be seen that the BER of the FLS-random interleaver is
lower or equal to the BER of S-random interleaver for each
SNR.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this letter we have proposed the design of a flexible-length
S-random (FLS) interleaver. The algorithm always converges
and produces a solution, while inherently adapting the spread
factors to the interleaver length . The spread factors MCL and

of the FLS-random interleaver grows as and its struc-
ture embeds randomness. Although the obtained spread factors
are lower than the heuristical limits of MCL and for each ,
the BER that results from an interleaver obtained by this method
is never higher than the BER offered by the S-random interleaver
of the same length.

The FLS-random interleaver provides optimized storage of a
sequence of interleavers in a turbo-coding system. The proposed
interleaver construction includes very simple rules for obtaining
larger/shorter interleavers from the interleaver that is currently
employed in the system, which is a major practical implication
of the FLS-random interleaver.
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